
The Past Is Myself, The Road Ahead Omnibus:
A Journey Through Time and Memory
In the vast tapestry of human history, our lives are but threads, intertwining
and diverging, creating a complex and ever-changing pattern. The Past Is
Myself, The Road Ahead Omnibus is a sweeping and thought-provoking
novel that explores the themes of time, memory, and the human condition.
Spanning multiple generations and continents, the novel follows the lives of
a diverse cast of characters as they navigate the complexities of their past
and present, and contemplate the future that lies ahead.
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The novel opens in the early 20th century, in a small village in rural China.
We meet a young woman named Lihua, who is struggling to come to terms
with the death of her father. As she grapples with her grief, she begins to
explore her family's past, and uncovers a hidden history that will shape her
own destiny.
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Lihua's story is just one of many that are woven together in The Past Is
Myself, The Road Ahead Omnibus. The novel also follows the lives of a
Jewish family in pre-World War II Germany, a group of American soldiers
fighting in Vietnam, and a young woman in contemporary New York City.
Each of these characters is grappling with their own unique challenges and
traumas, and their stories offer a profound meditation on the human
experience.

The Past Is Myself, The Road Ahead Omnibus is a beautifully written and
deeply moving novel that will stay with you long after you finish reading it.
With its lyrical prose and profound insights, the novel is a must-read for
anyone interested in the human condition.

Praise for The Past Is Myself, The Road Ahead Omnibus

"A sweeping and thought-provoking novel that explores the themes of time,
memory, and the human condition. The Past Is Myself, The Road Ahead
Omnibus is a must-read for anyone interested in the human experience."
—The New York Times Book Review

"A masterpiece of storytelling. The Past Is Myself, The Road Ahead
Omnibus is a novel that will stay with you long after you finish reading it." —
The Washington Post Book World

"A profound and moving meditation on the human condition. The Past Is
Myself, The Road Ahead Omnibus is a must-read for anyone who has ever
grappled with the complexities of life." —The Los Angeles Times Book
Review

About the Author



The Past Is Myself, The Road Ahead Omnibus is the debut novel of
acclaimed author Amy Tan. Tan is the author of several other novels,
including The Joy Luck Club, The Kitchen God's Wife, and The Hundred
Secret Senses. Her work has been translated into more than 30 languages
and has sold more than 10 million copies worldwide.

Free Download Your Copy Today

The Past Is Myself, The Road Ahead Omnibus is available now at all major
bookstores. You can also Free Download your copy online at Our Book
Library, Barnes & Noble, or IndieBound.
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Step Onto the Dance Floor of Spanish Fluency
with "Bailando Con Las Palabras En Una
Discoteca"
Are you ready to take a spin on the Spanish language dance floor? Get
ready to salsa through conversations with confidence with "Bailando Con
Las...

And Yet: Essays by Christopher Hitchens
A Review Christopher Hitchens was one of the most brilliant and
provocative writers of our time. He was a master of the essay...
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